Sealed Quotations in prescribed form are invited from Registered Travel Agencies/ Firms/Individuals suppliers for supply of Vehicles (Indigo and Swift Dezire) on hire basis for engagement in examination and other official duties of the University for the Year, 2019-2020. In terms of F.D.O.M. NO-27037 dt- 08/10/2015 the details of the Tender papers are available in Establishment-IV Unit of the Utkal University on Payment of Rs.500/- (Rupees five hundred) only in shape of Bank Draft drawn in favour of the Comptroller of Finance, Utkal University, Vani Vihar, Bhubaneswar-04 on any working day from 25/1/2019 to 19/3/2019 by 3 P.M P.M. The sealed quotation will be opened on the same day at 3.30 P.M. in the office of the undersigned in presence of bidders or their authorized representatives. Tender received after due date and time will not be entertained. The Vehicles should have up-to date Registration Number, Road Tax, Insurance, Fitness Certificate and Driving Certificate of the concerned Driver at the time of engagement of vehicles. The last date and time of submission of quotation is dt-Time.

The authorities of the University reserve the right to reject any or all Quotations without assigning any reason thereof.

Memo No Estt. IV/1052/ 22042 /2019

Copy communicated to:-

1. Prof. I/C- Computer Centre, Utkal University for uploading in university web site.
2. The Comptroller of Finance, Utkal University.
3. The Controller of Examinations, Utkal University.
4. The Senior Steno to Vice Chancellor, Utkal University.
5. The P.A. to Registrar, Utkal University.
6. The Section Officer, Estt-IV, Utkal University.
7. The Manager, Display Line, Sahid Nagar, Bhubaneswar for information and publication in one of their local dailies (Odia the Samaj and English the Times of India) and submit the bill as per I & PR Department approved rate for payment at this end.
8. Notice Board and Guard File of the University.